COVID-19 Guidelines for Music Masters
Classes 2020-2021 School Year
All parents are required to sign the consent sheet on the first day of class that you have read the
following guidelines and agree to adhere to them to the best of your ability; and understand the risk of
attending in-person classes during the Covid-19 pandemic. All parents will hold Music-in-the-Box, its
affiliates or representatives, or the hosting park district or school, harmless in the event of exposure to
Covid-19 in the classroom during a Music Masters class.
I agree to the following guidelines, and will accommodate them to the best of my ability:
1) I will not bring non-registered children or additional adults to class during my registered child’s
class time in order to maintain class size limits;
2) I will not bring my child/children to class if they or I knowingly am visibly ill or have a temperature
above 99 degrees;
3) I agree to wear a mask cover nose and mouth at all times inside the classroom and understand all
persons over the age of 3 will be required to also wear a mask covering the nose and mouth at all
times within the classroom;
4) I will maintain a six-foot distance from other class participants, and will encourage my child to
remain with me during class times for the safety of my family as well as the other families in class;
5) I will use hand sanitizers upon coming in the door of the classroom, and continue to apply it to
myself or my family in the event of eye, nose or mouth contact; and I understand the park district
or school may require my and my child/children’s temperature to be taken prior to being allowed
to enter the classroom and participate in in-person classes;
6) I understand I have the option of bringing my own maraca and scarf to use during instrument and
scarf time, but will not bring any other item, toy, or carry-in bags inside the classroom;
7) I understand that there will be no make-up classes in person, but an option to join another class
virtually may be requested from my educator; and that our class may go virtual in the event our
community, county or state return to Phase 3 for the remainder of the session;
8) I understand my signature on the consent form indicates my willingness to follow all guidelines
presented above, and if I am not willing or able to follow them, may be asked to finish or attend
the virtual option only.

